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ABSTRACT
The Sarliève marsh in the Limagne plain, in the heart of the French Massif Central, functioned as an endorheic lake during the Late Glacial and the Early and Middle Holocene. During the Late Boreal and the Atlantic it experienced drastic lowering of the water level as a result of dry and warm climatic episodes. Then, pre-evaporitic conditions triggered the deposition of sediment rich in organic matter (OM) and in carbonates including dolomite. Fifty one samples from a ca. 1.8 m sediment core section covering the period were analysed using Rock-Eval pyrolysis and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Throughout the interval, the organic matter content remained notable to high [up to 13.35% total organic carbon (TOC)] and of good quality as indicated by low Oxygen Index (OI) values (<200mg. CO2 g-1 TOC) and high Hydrogen Index (HI) values (160-660 mg HC g-1) which, as a rule, increased with increasing TOC content.
In contrast to the acid fractions, which sometimes contained notable proportions of n-C16 or n-C18 fatty acids (FAs; analysed as the methyl esters, FAMEs), the neutral fractions were almost devoid of low molecular weight compounds. The latter were probably biodegraded during early diagenesis. Conversely, high molecular weight compounds were abundant in both fractions and were dominated by n-alkanols, n-alkanes, steroids and hopanoids in the neutrals and even-numbered FAs and hopanoids in the acid fractions. The hopanoids were dominated by regular
bishomohopanoids, accompanied by 2-methylated bishomohopanoids, as well as by unidentified bishomohopanoids with methylation in either the D or E ring. These distributions, typical for bacteria, provide support for previous hypotheses on the contribution of microorganisms to the studied record and for providing conditions for the precipitation and growth of dolomite and other pristine carbonate minerals [Bréheret, J.G., Fourmont, A., Macaire, J.J., Négrel, Ph., 2008. Microbially mediated carbonates in the Holocene lacustrine deposits of the Marais de Sarliève (French Massif Central) testify to the evolution of a restricted environment. Sedimentology 55, 557-578]. The preservation of the compounds was probably ensured by persistent reducing conditions during diagenesis, despite variable climatic conditions and related changes in lake level and sedimentation rate. Comparable distributions of hopanoic acids and hopanols, as well as roughly parallel variation with depth in the corresponding components in both fractions, strongly suggest that all the hopanoids derive from the same microbial precursors, slight shifts in the acid/alcohol ratio being governed by limited changes in redox conditions during early diagenesis.

1. Introduction
Microbial mats are considered as the most ancient ecosystems on Earth existing for over 3 billion years (Hofmann et al., 1999; Schopf, 2006; Dupraz et al., 2009). They have played a crucial role in the evolution of the terrestrial environment through the realisation of highly specialized metabolic reactions, such as photosynthesis, responsible for the oxygenation of the atmosphere (e.g. Westall, 2005; Tomitani et al., 2006; Buick, 2008), as well as N₂ fixation and even H₂ production (Hoeler et al., 2001). As exemplified by the well-known Precambrian stromatolites (Lepot et al, 2008), microbial sediments are sometimes also a site for carbonate formation, including dolomite (Dupraz et al., 2004, 2009 and refs. therein). Dolomite remains a mysterious mineral. The various unknowns and controversies about its formation have been collectively titled “the dolomite problem” (Zenger et al., 1980; Vasconcelos and McKenzie 1997; Warren, 2000). Despite thermodynamically favourable conditions (oversaturation of its components), it does not precipitate in seawater or hypersaline lakes (Arvidson and Mackenzie, 1999; Warren, 2000). In addition, attempts to precipitate it under abiotic conditions in the laboratory were unsuccessful (e.g., Land, 1998). Although it is common in the geological record, it is presently only formed - via still obscure mechanisms - in a limited number of marine settings or saline
lakes (van Lith et al., 2003; Vasconcelos and McKenzie, 1997; Wright, 1999; Sadooni et al. 2010). A number of such lakes occur in America and Australia (Last, 1990) but few in Europe, and none in France. Recent work on the Holocene record of the Sarliève palaeolake, in the heart of the French Massif-Central, revealed the unexpected presence of sections rich in organic matter (OM) and pristine magnesian carbonates, especially dolomite (Bréheret et al., 2003; Fourmont, 2005; Fourmont et al., 2009). Their precipitation is supposed to have been mediated by microorganisms, under particularly dry climatic conditions (Bréheret et al., 2008). Accordingly, the first aim of the present work was to better characterize the OM of the section to obtain information on the source organisms and the conditions of deposition and diagenesis, a subordinate question being whether it might have contributed to dolomite formation. A second question was whether the organisms that contributed to the particular levels were limited to very specific (pre-evaporitic) conditions and thus to a short timespan, or whether they could have survived much longer, especially during the following rise in the lake water table level. Finally, the mid-Holocene (Late Boreal-Atlantic) age of the deposit also offered the opportunity to establish a link between ancient and recent sediments and thus to determine which biological markers survived early diagenesis and were therefore candidates for further fossilisation.

2. Geological setting

The Sarliève palaeolake (4.5 km²), drained since the 17th Century, is in the Oligocene Limagne rift, which divides the northern part of the French Massif Central in a north–south direction. It is ca. 5 km south of Clermont-Ferrand, at an altitude of ca. 345 m. The catchment area of the palaeolake covers 29 km² (Fig. 1). It is composed of Upper Oligocene marls and limestones, partially dolomitic, and is locally rich in gypsum (with several interbedded basaltic tuffs), and of a small Miocene analcime-rich basanite plateau. These rocks are strongly weathered and reworked in superficial formations (Jeambrun et al., 1973). River deposits occur as a terrace inherited from the Allier River (Lenselink et al., 1990).

The now totally dry “Sarliève marsh” was a lake during the Late-Glacial–Holocene (Bréheret et al., 2003; Fourmont, 2005; Fourmont et al., 2009). The sediment fill, 6m thick at its maximum, comprises Late Glacial-Holocene silty marls. This study was originally undertaken to reconstruct the local hydrological evolution and the climate vs. human impact on sediment yield from
sediment stores since the Late Glacial (Fourmont, 2005; Fourmont et al., 2009; Macaire et al., 2010). In addition to detailed mineralogical investigations, the OM composition was characterized by Rock-Eval pyrolysis and palynofacies were examined (Fourmont, 2005). Special attention was paid to the pristine carbonates, dolomite and aragonite, that are particularly abundant in the middle part of the record (Boreal and Atlantic), where they often built up variably thick stacks of OM-rich laminae (Bréheret et al., 2008). At the scale of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the dolomite-rich levels revealed an abundance of tiny crystals (tens to hundreds of nm) mainly organized as microspheres resembling cocci or bacilli. Such a facies is commonly interpreted as resulting from the fossilization of benthic microbial communities by dolomite. This kind of dolomite, rather unusual in western Europe, was precipitated in a saline environment as a consequence of excess evaporation from the system (Bréheret et al., 2008). This study deals with a ca. 1.8m section (between 2.02 and 3.80 m depth in core Sarl 17b) deposited during the Late Boreal and the Atlantic [the age assignments are based on palynological studies (Argant and Lopez-Saez, 2004) and a few unpublished radiocarbon dates]. This interval covers a transition between an endorheic stage and an open lake stage.

3. Material and methods

Core SARL 17b was drilled using a percussion corer (Eijelkamp FB 60; Atlas Copco Berema AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and 51 non adjacent samples were taken according to the different facies recognized. Two intervals (2.30 – 2.38 m and 2.56 – 2.74 m) were not suitable for analysis because of drilling disturbance. Rock-Eval pyrolysis was carried out on 100 mg of powdered dry sediment with a “Turbo” Rock-Eval 6 pyrolyser (Vinci Technologies). The full description of the method and the resulting parameters is given by Espitalié et al. (1985) and Lafargue et al. (1998). Total S content was determined after combustion with a Leco CNS analyzer. Carbonate content was determined with a Bernard calcimeter (Jeulin, Evreux, France). Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Rigaku diffractometer (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan; Elexience, Verriere-le-Buisson, France) was used for bulk mineral identification.

3.1. Lipid extraction and fractionation
Aliquots (2 g) of dried samples were soaked overnight in acetone-pentane (1:1), with a 1:10 w/v sample:solvent ratio. The mixture was sonicated (2 x 5 min) at ambient temperature and centrifuged. The supernatant was collected and the sediment rinsed with fresh solvent. The latter operation was repeated, and the extract and washes combined and the solvent removed under vacuum. Heptylbenzoic acid and dodecylbenzene were used as internal standards (for the acids and neutrals, respectively).

The extracts were separated into neutrals and acids using column chromatography on KOH-impregnated silica gel columns (McCarthy and Duthie, 1962). The acids, eluted with diethyl ether/HCOOH (9:1, v/v), were concentrated and esterified with CH₂N₂ (Lombardi, 1990); the neutrals, eluted with diethyl ether, were converted to trimethylsilyl ethers (TMSE) using N,O-bis(triméthylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (with 1% trimethylchlorosilane; BSTFA/TMCS, Sigma-Alldrich).

After derivatization, both neutral and acidic fractions were diluted with 50 or 100 μl CH₂Cl₂ and analysed using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) with a TRACE-PolarisGCQ instrument. The gas chromatograph was fitted with a Rtx-5MS column (30 m, 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 μm film thickness) with a 5 m guard column. The GC operating conditions were: 40 °C (1 min) to 120 °C at 30 °C min⁻¹, then to 300 °C (held 30 min) at 3 °C min⁻¹. The sample was injected splitless, with the injector temperature set at 280 °C. The carrier gas was He. The mass spectrometer was operated in the electron ionisation (EI) mode at 70 eV and scanned from m/z 50 to 600.

4. Results

The core (Fig. 2) displays variably distributed homogeneous sections separated by others which show various sedimentological features such as lamination or bioturbation mark. The 51 samples, taken to represent the different facies, generally consist of non-adjacent sections of variable thickness that are sedimentologically as homogeneous as possible. The sedimentological features, especially the lamina bundles, are more abundant in the lower part of the core that also is richer in dolomite and TOC (max. 13.35 wt% at 3.48 m depth; Fig. 2). In the dolomite-poor upper part of the core, a relatively high TOC value of 5.20% at 2.52m also coincides with a high content of this mineral. HI values are generally rather high (between 160 and 660 mg HC g⁻¹), the highest
values being in OM-rich levels. OI values are rather low (<200 mg CO₂ g⁻¹ TOC) and nearly constant throughout the section. S content is globally very low; the highest values hardly reaching 0.2% near the base of the section. In contrast to aragonite, present in low proportions in a few more or less scattered levels, the dolomite content varies irregularly but also follows a general decreasing upward trend. The dolomite content also shows an obvious correlation with TOC (Fig. 2).

The fatty acids (as methyl esters FAMEs; e.g. Fig. 3) show the classical predominance of even numbered components at C₁₆ and C₁₈ among the <C₂₀ components, and at C₂₄-C₃₀ in the high molecular weight (HMW) range. Nevertheless, these compounds are outweighed by the ββ-bishomohopanoic acid (Ha₃), accompanied by notable amounts of a 2-methylbishomohopanoic acid (Ha₂) and another unidentified hopanoic acid (Ha₁; Section 5.4). As shown in Fig. 4, the neutral lipid distributions analogously show high proportions of ββ-bishomohopanol (HOH₃; as TMSE) accompanied by notable proportions of methylated bishomohopanols HOH₁ and HOH₂a. These hopanols are accompanied by lower, but non-negligible, proportions of more common hopanoids, namely 30-norhop-22(29)-ene, hop-22(29)-ene (diploptene) and hop-21-ene. Despite the abundance of the hopanoids, the neutral fractions are classically dominated by even n-alkanols dominated by C₂₆-C₃₀ components. n-Alkanes and sterols and stanols also are abundant. The n-alkanes display the classical predominance of odd HMW homologues with a mode at n-C₂₇ or n-C₂₉ (low MW range not shown in Fig. 4). Sterol and stanol distributions comprise the common C₂₇, C₂₈ and C₂₉ components (Fig. 4 caption), with the latter, 24-ethylcholest-5-en-3β-ol and 24-ethylcholestan-3β-ol, always predominant over the lower homologues. The variation in abundance of various individual compounds throughout the section is compared with TOC in Fig. 5. The components selected are (i) most of the hopanoids in the neutral and the acid fraction (these play an important part in the following discussion) and (ii) a few components typical of major biological sources, with the aim of appreciating the major contributions to the TOC. In this regard, the n-C₂₆:₀ FAME and n-C₂₆ alkanol were chosen as representative of the dominant compounds in the acid and neutral fractions, respectively. Within the LMW FAMEs, n-C₁₆ and n-C₁₈ do not show any correlation and are only present in a few levels in the lower part of the core. In contrast, the n-C₂₆:₀ FAME is present at notable levels and constitutes a more or less regular background along the section, virtually without any correlation with TOC. The n-C₂₆ alkanol also is present all along the series, but displays a more or less regular variation of much larger
amplitude and period (decimetric or even greater) than the \( n-C_{26:0} \) FAME. Even if it is difficult to suggest a correlation between both parameters, there is some correspondence between the variation in the amount of \( n \)-docosanol and TOC. There are obvious correlations between the hopanoids in the acid and neutral fractions, respectively, and, to a lesser degree, between all components in these fractions. These compounds are also more abundant near the base of the section and show a variable but obvious correlation with TOC.

The mass spectra of a stanol tentatively assign as epi-campestanol (see below) is displayed in Fig. 6, together with the mass spectra of an unknown hopanol and the corresponding hopanoic acid.

5. Discussion

When the variations in the dolomite content and OM, as well as the vertical distributions of various molecular markers (Fig 5) are examined, more or less progressive changes appear roughly around the middle of the record. However, because of the absence of a clear-cut boundary between these changes, in the following discussion the upper and lower parts of the core are designated as such, without further specification.

5.1. Biomarker source and diagenesis

5.1.1. Non-hopanoids

The \( n-C_{16:0} \) and the \( n-C_{18:0} \) FAs are essential components of the cell membrane of most living organisms (excluding Archaea, whose membrane lipids are mainly composed of isoprenoid ethers). However, in contrast to the LMW FAMEs of terrestrial plants, which are easily destroyed in the upper layers of soil (Marseille et al., 1999), those of aquatic organisms can escape degradation under anoxic conditions (Stefanova and Disnar, 2000 and refs. therein). In the core, \( n-C_{16:0} \) or \( n-C_{18:0} \) (or one of their monounsaturated counterparts; data not shown), which are presumably of autochthonous origin, are present in only a few bottom layers (Fig. 5) suggesting that they were degraded elsewhere during early diagenesis (Lehtonen and Ketola, 1993; Ficken et al., 1998). This contrasts with the HMW FAMEs usually derived from higher plants (see below) that are present in all the samples. For example, \( n-C_{26:0} \) (Fig. 5) occurs at a concentration that fluctuates around a mean background value of ca 3-4 \( \mu g \, g^{-1} \), indicating a rather constant input of well-preserved higher plant remains. Like the HMW FAMEs, but not the acid and neutral
bishomohopanoids, most of the compounds of relatively high MW: n-alkanes, n-alcohols and C_{29} sterols and their stanol counterparts (Figs 3 and 4) are classically assigned to higher plants or, more specifically, to their leaf cuticular waxes. In the present case two different major sources can be suspected: (i) higher plants from the watershed (i.e. trees, bushes or even grasses) and (ii) emerged macrophytes such as reeds and rushes. While grasses can be excluded since they contain heavier components than those here [e.g. C_{31}/C_{33} n-alkanes predominant (Rommerskirchen et al., 2006)], helophytes provide the same type of long chain compounds as trees (Barnes and Barnes, 1978; Cranwell, 1984).

The low water level at the time of deposition (Bréheret et al., 2008) was likely favourable for the existence of a large border of helophytes and/or an extensive hydrophyte meadow (Ruppia sp.), directly providing OM to the sediment (and probably also acting as a barrier for particulate terrestrial input). This possibility is supported by the frequent co-occurrence of rather high concentrations of higher plant-derived n-C_{26} alkanol and high TOC values (Fig. 5), strengthening the idea that OM-richness in this case is not strictly governed by greater OM production by a few specific organisms, but also by a simple lowering of inorganic input, thereby entailing the simultaneous accumulation of organic components from all sources. A predominant higher plant origin - i.e. macrophytic for the above reasons- can also be proposed for the dominating C_{29} sterols and stanols (Figs 3 and 4); however, algae and/or microbiota also could have contributed (Volkman, 1986; Pearson et al. 2007). While it is generally considered that diatoms are the most likely contributors to the C_{28} steroids (see below), most of the C_{27} components, especially cholesterol, are of ubiquitous origin.

The excellent preservation of n-alkanols as indicated by their predominance over n-alkanes, is compatible with a rather short residence time in soils and a fast transport to the lake via runoff (some aerial transport also being possible: Simoneit, 1997; Lopez-Martinez et al., 2006). The striking difference in the variation with depth of the n-C_{26:0} FAME and the n-C_{26} alkanol concentration profiles most probably reflect differences in the mode of transport of both these terrestrial plant derived components to the lake.

5.1. 2 Hopanoids (and accompanying compounds)

A salient point of the study is the abundance of hopanoids in most, or even all, samples, C_{32} components being predominant over all the other components in the acid and neutral lipid
fractions (Figs. 3 and 4). The hopanoids occur mainly as acids and alcohols, apart from subordinate amounts of common alkenes with fewer carbons, 30-norhop-22(29)-ene, hop-22(29)-ene (diploptene) and hop-21-ene. Hopanoids mainly play the role of sterol surrogates as components of the cell membrane almost exclusively in bacteria. A wide variety exists with most of the differences occurring in the length of the lateral chain and the number of the N or O-containing functional groups it bears (Rohmer et al., 1984; Bisseret et al., 1985; Talbot et al., 2008 and refs. therein). However, some compounds differ from regular hopanes via some more or less subtle changes in the polycyclic backbone. Among these, one of the most interesting from a taxonomic point of view is the presence of an extra methyl on ring A, either at C-2 or C-3. The β-orientation of this extra Me has been demonstrated for the 2- and 3-methylhopanes (Summons and Jahnke, 1992). Because of the earlier discovery of 3-methylhopanoid precursors in the biological realm (Rohmer and Ourisson, 1976), all sedimentary methylhopanes were thought to have this structure before the 2-methyl isomers were identified.

Prior to 2000, it was commonly accepted that 2-methylhopanes were typical markers of cyanobacteria (Summons et al., 1999; Farrimond et al., 2004). However, it has been recently evidenced that not all cyanobacteria produce such compounds (namely 21 out of the 58 species tested by Talbot et al., 2008). In addition, a few other bacteria have been shown to produce them (Zundel and Rohmer, 1985; Rashby et al., 2007 and Welander et al. 2010 for bacteriohopanepolyols and Vilchèze et al., 1994 for a methyldiplopterol). Thus, if the contribution of cyanobacteria cannot be assessed from the abundance of methylhopanoids, supporting evidence for the formation of a microbial mat (with a possible participation of these organisms) is provided by the co-occurrence of high proportions of regular bishomohopanoic acid and alcohol in the acid and neutral fractions as well as by more general criteria such as the occurrence of high levels of these biomarkers in TOC-rich laminae (together with other geochemical and sedimentological features; Bréheret et al., 2008). Photosynthetic (cyano)bacteria are generally thought as pioneers in the building of mats and continue to grow at the surface during mat development. However, those that develop first are rapidly overgrown by new populations and die, the remains of the dead organisms being then used by non-photosynthetic heterotrophs. These succeed each other, depending mostly on the availability of oxidants, i.e. aerobic heterotrophic bacteria, sulfur-oxidising chemolithotrophs, anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria and sulfate reducers. Various fermentative microorganisms (e.g., methanogens, nitrifying
or denitrifying bacteria) also are present in the mats but in lower numbers (van Gemerden, 1993; Fourçans, 2004; Fourçans et al., 2004). The growth and metabolic activity of these organisms result in vertical physicochemical gradients of oxygen, sulfide and light (Jørgensen et al., 1983; Revsbech et al., 1983). Another important consequence of this succession of organisms is that the latest ones thrive on the remains of the previous ones and thus generally destroy molecular indicators of their past presence and activity, thereby leaving little evidence of the primary ones.

Supporting evidence for a contribution of cyanobacteria could have been given by C\textsubscript{17}-C\textsubscript{19} methylalkanes (or methylalkenes), which are the most frequently mentioned biomarkers of these organisms (Boudou et al., 1986; Shiea et al., 1990; Hefter et al., 1993; Kenig et al., 1995; Köster et al., 1999 in Jungblut et al., 2009; Scherf and Rullkötter, 2009; Maliński et al., 2009). At Sarliève these compounds are only present at low levels or are even missing. Consistent with various reports of their rather rapid disappearance in microbial sediments (Boon et al., 1983; Grimalt et al., 1992; Rontani and Volkman, 2005) they were probably destroyed during early diagenesis, like the LMW FAs (Section 5.1.1).

Despite the large variation in component concentration between the lower and the upper parts of the core, the roughly parallel variation with depth in the hopanoids points to the same microbial community thriving in the lake during the timespan covered by the section. It can therefore be assumed that most or even all the hopanoids derive from the same precursor compound(s), and that the acid/alcohol ratio (Fig. 5) varied, depending on redox medium conditions. Higher hopanoid acid/alcohol ratio values at the base might be taken as an indication of slightly less reducing conditions, whereas lower values in the upper levels are consistent with even lower oxygenation. This is a consequence of the rise in water level suggested by various observations (Fourmont et al., 2009), including a decrease in microbial production revealed by the following: lower TOC values (Fig. 2), lower amounts of pristine carbonates (dolomite and aragonite; Fig. 2), fewer laminae, etc. This point is further discussed in the next section.

5.2. Environmental conditions during deposition

The Sarliève paleolake is located in an area of somewhat flat topography in the southern part of the intramontanous Limagne plain. Presently, the area is rather dry, with a mean annual precipitation <600 mm. The aridity might have been even more pronounced in earlier times,
especially when the sediments were deposited, i.e. during the Late Boreal and the Atlantic. At that time, during which the Earth underwent global warming, the lake was endorheic. Then, the low water level favoured the concentration of salts released from the weathered Oligocene substratum formations. These conditions were well established via the presence of remains of adapted biological species (especially *Campylodiscus clypeus* Ehrenberg, a mesohalobe diatom, Charophyte *Chara* cf. *canescens* Loiseleur and the hydrophyte *Ruppia* sp.; Bréheret et al., 2003). These characteristics were probably typically those when the lower third of the core was deposited being richer in autochthonous carbonate minerals and in regular and 2-methylbishomohopanols and bishomohopanoic acids. In addition to dolomite precipitation (known to be effective under anoxic conditions; see next section), other clues indicate that diagenesis of the corresponding sediment section occurred in overall anoxic conditions. Organic geochemical evidence for this interpretation is provided by the following observations (Figs. 2 and 5): high TOC content and excellent preservation of the OM as depicted by high and low HI and OI values, respectively, as well as by the richness in biomarkers, especially the labile ones (e.g., *n*-alkanols; see below), high abundance of reduced forms of some biomarkers relative to their oxidised counterparts (e.g., hopanols vs. hopanoic acids) and abundance of reduced derivatives of some biological components such as stanols, which dominate their sterol counterparts throughout the section. These features are not limited to the lower part of the core, where dolomite is abundant, but also occur in the upper part, despite different depositional conditions.

The age of the sediments between 3.68 and 3.28 cm (8200 to 7200 BP) is constrained by several radiocarbon dates that allowed us to estimate a mean sedimentation rate at ca. 0.4 mm y⁻¹. Such a low rate is consistent with a predominantly chemical (carbonates) and biochemical [e.g., diatoms and (cyano)bacteria] sedimentation. A few radiocarbon dates from the top of the main episode of lamination (L4) at about 3.451 m, up to 2.93 cm suggest that the sedimentation rate increased significantly during deposition of the corresponding sediment section, probably up to more than 1.5 mmy⁻¹ (unpublished results). This change in sedimentation rate is substantiated by a net sedimentological and lithological change, with the almost total disappearance of laminae and the deposition of rather large sections of homogenous marls (Fig. 2). Basically, this change – also substantiated by a notable input of clay minerals - is probably related to an increase in precipitation that entailed greater weathering and detrital input to the lake, inducing a rise in its level. In the lower part of the core, OM preservation was probably controlled by high biological
productivity and rapid development of anoxic conditions (see above) thanks to very active microbacterial growth and diagenesis. In contrast, in the upper part of the core, much lower TOC values denote lower OM production and additionally much greater dilution by the mineral input (Fig. 5). These different sedimentation conditions nevertheless apparently ensured as efficient OM preservation as in the lower part. This is particularly underlined by hopanol/hopanoic acid values that, on average, are only slightly lower in the upper part of the core despite much lower component concentrations (Fig. 5).

5.3. The dolomite problem

The microbial mat that probably gave rise to the laminae that are common in the bottom part of the sequence (Breheret et al., 2008) also provided the grounds for the formation of dolomite and other carbonates (Fig. 2). The effective role(s) the microbiota plays in the precipitation of carbonates is still a matter of debate (Dupraz et al., 2009 and refs. therein). The direct participation of the microbial organic matrix as a template for mineral formation has long been assumed for calcite or aragonite (e.g. Trichet and Defarge, 1995). In contrast, until recently, only an indirect contribution from microorganisms was assumed for dolomite formation. In their pioneering work on the lagoon of Vermelha sediments (Brazil), Vasconcelos and McKenzie (1997) assumed that dolomite formation was mediated by sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB). In fact, the role attributed to these organisms was first the removal of sulfate, assumed to be an inhibitor to dolomite formation, and second to help overcome the kinetic energy barrier of the precipitation process by increasing pH and carbonate alkalinity. This SRB concept was effectively supported by laboratory work with Desulfovibrio (Warthmann et al., 2005), but some time later methanogens also were shown to be capable of promoting dolomite formation (Kenward et al. 2009). However, field and laboratory evidence supporting this microbially mediated dolomitisation process remains scarce and implies specific medium conditions that may not hold for the genesis of all dolomite occurrences. Recent work on ancient and recent formations of the Abu Dhabi coastal sabkha (Bontognali et al., 2010) led the authors to admit that if the microbially mediated dolomite formation holds for the infratidal sediments, it could not be invoked for the supratidal sediments. In the latter case, the authors assumed that, in the absence of metabolizing microbes, dolomite formation was promoted thanks to the mineral-template properties of the organic matrix of the microbial mat. As a matter of fact, this latter one is able of
preferentially binding Mg (and Si) over Ca ions, supposed to have the crucial consequence of overcoming the kinetic barriers that normally prevent nucleation of dolomite at low temperature. A study of Miocene lacustrine stromatolites also led Sanz-Montero et al. (2008) to emphasize the template role that the microbial organic matrix is capable of playing in dolomite (and silica) crystal formation and growth. In addition, culture experiments with halophilic aerobic bacteria demonstrated that, in contrast to what was commonly reported for years, dolomite precipitation is not inhibited in the presence of sulfate (Sánchez-Román et al., 2009), reducing the part possibly played by SRB in this process. 

In this context of rapidly changing ideas on dolomite formation the main observations for the Sarliève sediments are that dolomite and other autochthonous carbonates accumulated in sediments rich in TOC and in methyl and regular hopanoids under (pre)evaporitic conditions. All these features are normally characteristic of, or even typical of, microbial mats. The exact role the microorganisms and/or their OM played in the precipitation of dolomite and other carbonates remains uncertain. Bréheret et al., 2008 suggested that SRB likely were responsible for dolomite precipitation at Sarliève, the hypothesis being sustained by the observation of a few sulfide minerals. If notable S levels of ca. 0.2% occur in a few levels (Fig. 2), the concentration is not high and S is present at much lower content elsewhere, even in the lower part of the core. In addition, there is no straightforward correlation between S and TOC and/or dolomite. Furthermore, S is not all in the form of sulfides, gypsum having also been observed frequently with SEM (Fourmont, 2005). Stable carbon isotope ratio values of the dolomites, ranging from -8 to -4‰ (Bréheret et al., 2008), indicate a contribution from light carbon, probably released by heterotrophs that thrived at the expense of the microbial matrix, a contribution from SRB not being excluded, even if likely not exclusive. Nevertheless, the most probable role played by the microbial mat was to act as a template for mineral formation and growth.

5.4. **Unknown stanols and hopanoids** 

Two C\textsubscript{28} stanols were found in most samples. Campestanol (24-methyl-5α-cholestan-3β-ol) was assigned from its mass spectrum and retention time (midway between cholestanol and stigmastanol). The second C\textsubscript{28} stanol has the same mass fragmentation as campestanol (Fig. 6) but elutes earlier, in fact rather close to cholestanol. Since methylcoprostanol (5β-24-methylcholestan-3β-ol) would be expected to coelute with cholestanol, an epi-campestanol (5α-
24-methylcholestan-3α-ol) can be suspected. The epi configuration is unusual among biological steroids, but nevertheless high levels of epi-brassicasterol (24-methylcholesta-5,22E-dien-3β-ol) have been found recently in diatom-rich marine sediments (Mouradian et al., 2007). Reduction of this compound during early diagenesis would produce the assumed compound at the same time as cholesterol and its C28 and C29 homologues (the dominant steroids) produce the corresponding stanols (Fig. 4). This explanation does not exclude other possibilities, especially methylation of the cholestanol skeleton at an unusual position. As a matter of fact, both steroids and hopanoids originate from the cyclisation of squalene followed by the elimination of at least one methyl group, the number rising to three for regular steranes: two methyls at C-4 and one at C-14. It is therefore quite straightforward to hypothesize that the extra methyl in the unidentified C28 component could be the one linked to C-14 and that was not eliminated in the course of biosynthesis. A similar hypothesis has been formulated by Boon et al. (1983) for an unusual C28 sterene in the Solar lake cyanobacterial mat. Although possible or even probable, the relationship between the latter compound and the Sarlieve unknown C28 stanol (Fig. 6) remains to be established, but strengthens the probability of a common stanol precursor from which both compounds originated, either by elimination of the hydroxyl at C-3 or by double bond reduction.

The presence of ions at m/z 191 and 383 in the spectra of the unidentified hopanoids reveals that these compounds bear an extra methyl on ring D or E. The origin of an additional methyl on the regular hopane skeleton raises a different question from that of the steroids, since regular hopanes originate from squalene cyclisation but without the loss or gain of a methyl. Nevertheless, the existence of methylated hopanes provides evidence that their producers are perfectly able of performing such a reaction that has effectively recently been supported by the discovery of a specialized methylase in various methylhopanoid producing microorganisms (Welander et al., 2010). The possible location of the extra methyl at C-21, at the junction of cycle D and of pentacyclic ring E, would have the advantage of raising structural analogies with the unknown C28 stanol and may be indicative of a common biochemical (metabolic pathway) and/or even biological (source species) precursor for these two kinds of compounds.

6. Conclusions
Dry climatic conditions at the beginning of the Atlantic, favoured an abundant proliferation of microorganisms in the Sarliève paleolake in the French Massif Central. Especially during the deposition of the lower part of the record, intensive bacterial growth and activity is suggested by elevated concentrations of regular and 2-methyl hopanoid alcohols and acids, derived from higher MW precursors by way of partial breakdown of a polyfunctionalized lateral chain. An unknown hopanoid, likely bearing an additional methyl on ring D or E, would certainly be much more source specific than the 2-methylhopanoids. The growth of microorganisms triggered the deposition of carbonates - especially pristine dolomite – in or near OM rich levels (up to ca. 13% TOC). Although mainly produced during a dry episode, under shallow water, the bacteria survived a rise in the water level, thereby still contributing episodically to the sediment OM-richness and dolomite formation. The relative proportions of related hopanoic acids and alcohols most probably varied with redox conditions during early diagenesis. However, these conditions certainly varied little during the deposition of the section, despite the notable rise in the lake water level and in detrital input, no doubt triggered by a wetter climate.

Few LMW biomarkers survived early diagenesis, attesting to the active reworking of these light compounds by the organisms that succeeded each other during sediment deposition and diagenesis. In contrast, the presence of HMW n-alkanols, n-alkanes and steroids in abundance and in relative proportions near those found in living plants is consistent with the good preservation of the bulk OM, as depicted by low and high OI and HI values, respectively. In contrast to the LMW compounds that suffered efficient bacterial reworking, the preservation of the HMW compounds and of high OM amounts was favoured by anoxic conditions. Probably as a result of the high microbial activity the conditions remained anoxic during the deposition of the whole section, despite notable changes in the climate, lake vegetation and sedimentation regime.
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Captions of figures

Fig. 1. Location of Sarliève paleolake in its catchment area (Limagne rift, French Massif Central), after Brehéret et al. (2008).

Fig. 2. Lithology of core, with indication of carbonate content as well as OM abundance and quality, expressed as TOC content (%) and values of the hydrogen index (HI, mg hydrocarbon g⁻¹ TOC) oxygen Index (OI, mg CO₂ g⁻¹ TOC), all determined using Rock-Eval pyrolysis, plus total S content (wt%).

Fig. 3. Example of FA (as Me esters) distribution (sample 12, 3.48 m). Assignments: FAs (labelled with a star), IS (n-heptylbenzoic acid), hopanic acids Ha1 to Ha3: unknown bishomo methylhopanoic acid, β,β-methyl-2-bishomo-hopanoic acid, β,β-bishomohopanoic acid, respectively).

Fig. 4. Partial reconstructed total ion chromatogram (TIC) with single ion selective detection of major families of compounds in the neutral lipid fraction of samples 12 and 41 (3.48 and 2.52m, respectively): sterols (m/z 255), stanols (m/z 215) and hopanoids (m/z 191+205). Compound assignment: n-alkanols and n-alkanes, labelled on the TIC with a circle and a star, respectively; sterols: (1) cholesterol; (2) 24-methylcholesta-5,22-dien-3β-ol; (3) stigmasterol; (4) 5α-ethylcholes-7-en-3β-ol; (5) sitosterol; (6) 5α-ethylcholest-8(14)-en-3β-ol; stanols : (3’) cholestanol (4’) epicampestanol (see discussion); (5’) ethylcoprostanol; (6’) campestanol; (7’) stigmastanol; hopanols (as TMS ethers) and other hopanoids: (a) 30-norhop-22(29)-ene; (b) hop-22(29)-ene; (c) hop-21-ene; (H₂O₁) β,α-bishomo-methyl-?-hopanol; (H₂O₂) β,β-2-methylbishomo-hopanol; (H₂O₃) β,β-bishomohopanol.

Fig. 5. Variation with depth in concentration of selected compounds from the acid and neutral fractions. TOC variation is presented for comparison. See Fig. 3 caption for the identity of Ha1-Ha3.
Fig. 6. Mass spectra of unidentified compounds: (a) a stanol tentatively assigned as epicampestanol and (b and c) a methylated bishomohopanol (as trimethylsilyl ether) and the corresponding acid (as methyl ester), respectively.
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